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Brand Identity
Guidelines

Brand guidelines are a set of visual and verbal assets
that are essential properties of the Gwynedd Mercy
University identity, as well as a set of rules on how
to properly use and combine the assets. They are
designed not to curb creativity when promoting
the Gwynedd Mercy University brand, but rather
to provide a unifying context for creativity so
that—in different materials produced by different
individuals—the Gwynedd Mercy University identity
retains its integrity. By familiarizing yourself
with these guidelines and following them, you are
fulfilling your part in helping the Gwynedd Mercy
University brand remain focused so that it stays true
to itself and flourishes. This is a great responsibility,
and we thank you for honoring it.
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Strategic Overview The criteria that guide
actions taken on behalf of the brand
Visual and verbal assets are not subjective or
accidental. They are purposefully chosen based on
a central brand strategy. Likewise, the strategy
guides the entire brand experience, from how
Gwynedd Mercy University representatives
interact with others, to how the telephones are
answered to what types of activities and events
are sponsored, and so on. By understanding the
strategy behind the brand’s intentions, you will
be able to gauge first hand whether materials and
actions are true to the brand’s identity—to what
Gwynedd Mercy University aspires to be.
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The Gwynedd
Mercy University
brand strategy has
two components

Brand Commitment:

the aspirational promise the University brand will
make to internal and external audiences

Brand Personality:

the tone and attitude with which the promise gets
delivered (3-5 personality traits)
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The Gwynedd
Mercy University
Brand Commitment

The Brand Commitment is the key
promise that distinguishes your brand
from the competition. It succinctly
states what internal (faculty/staff/
students) and external (trustees,
prospective faculty/staff/students)
audiences can expect from the brand.
When taking any action or fielding
any marketing initiative on behalf of
Gwynedd Mercy University, you should
ask yourself: Does this deliver on the
Brand Commitment? Importantly,
the Brand Commitment is an internal
strategy—not promotional copy—and
should not be used in marketing
materials. The brand does not “tell”
what it promises; it “shows” through
words and images and personal
behavior inspired by the Brand
Commitment.

Discover.
Transform.
Succeed.
Gwynedd Mercy University helps
you discover your personal path to
transformational success.
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How the Gwynedd
Mercy University
Brand Commitment
translates for
students

Discover. Transform. Succeed.
Gwynedd Mercy University helps you discover
your personal path to transformational
success.
Traditional-age students:
transform from an average student to a better student, from an undirected life to a life of
purpose and meaning, from a person with little prospects to one in pursuit of a career, from
an isolated orientation to a diverse, global perspective, from one of many to one on a
personal path of growth

CLL/Graduate Students:
transform from a satisfactory job to a more satisfying job, from just beginning to truly
mastering, from an insolated orientation to a diverse global perspective, from struggling with
family and work obligations to finding your personal path to a successfully balanced life
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How the Gwynedd
Mercy University
Brand Commitment
translates for faculty,
staff, trustees and
donors

Discover. Transform. Succeed.
Gwynedd Mercy University helps
you discover your personal path to
transformational success.
Faculty and Staff:
transform from a matter-of-fact job to a job where you can matter more, from a firm grasp
of academics to a full embrace of compassionate guidance, from being a primary resource
of knowledge to a primary generator of scholarship, from one of many to one on a personal
path of continued success

Trustees and Donors:
transform from a successful life to successfully enhancing the lives of others, from giving
it your all to giving back for all, from making decisions that shine on paper to making
decisions that make you shine as an example, from one of many to one on a personal
path of continued growth
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The Gwynedd
Mercy University
Brand Personality

Every brand has distinct traits that
set the tone for how the Brand
Commitment gets delivered. These are
not intended as promotional copy, but
rather as a guide for how people
should feel about their experience
with the Gwynedd Mercy University
brand: “Wow, Gwynedd Mercy
University seems Progressive,
Confident, Engaging”…and so on.
Just as individuals are multi-faceted,
so too are brands. That is, a brand
emphasizes different aspects of its
personality in different situations
accordingly. When taking any action
or fielding any marketing initiative on
behalf of Gwynedd Mercy University,
you should ask yourself: what trait(s)
from the brand personality is/are best
to emphasize here? If you seek
further guidance, the default
personality trait should be
Progressive.

Progressive
I pride myself on being forward thinking, taking the lead instead of waiting for others, and
finding new, innovative ways to solve problems.

Confident
I am secure in my identity and have great faith in my capabilities. I have a positive outlook
that doesn’t ask if, but rather when? If I can dream it, I set goals and know I can get it done.

Multi-cultural
I have a worldly perspective—a sophistication nurtured by an appreciation of, and curiosity
for, diverse experiences.

Engaging
People respond to my approachable and inviting nature—my ability to draw them out
intellectually and socially. They sense that I am genuinely other oriented, and that I thrive
on relationships and community.

Enlightening
When people are with me, they feel they see the world in a whole new way. They are inspired
to try different things and apply themselves in enterprises that expand their potential and
make a difference.

Primary Visual and Verbal Assets: The
foundational elements of the brand, and
usage guidelines
Visual assets are proprietary elements that signify
the brand and help it deliver on its strategy.
These include the logo, symbol, color palette,
and typography. Verbal assets are phrases and/
or a tag line, and serve the same purpose as the
visual assets. Together, they are the foundational
building blocks of the brand in a variety of media.
Because they are so essential to the brand’s
identity, the guidelines around these elements are
very specific, and not open to much interpretation.
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Logo

The Gwynedd Mercy University logo
is the primary, invariable element that
will consistently represent the brand
in all contexts. The logo has been
designed to represent the brand name
and core symbol: the Griffin. The
Griffin is poised on a “runway” that
sits atop the university name, eliciting
the personality traits Progressive and
Confident. The Primary logo features
the university name in stacked type.
This is the default logo, unless space
is restricted, in which case use one of
the alternative logos shown beneath
the Primary Logo. No other logo
treatment is permitted. The Griffin is
never to be used without the
accompanying logo type. Finally, the
logo should never be placed over an
obstructed background to insure
legibility. To access these logo files,
please contact a Creative Services
Specialist.

Primary Logo

Alternative Secondary logos
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Logo for
venues with
limited space
Tertiary Logo

The primary and secondary logos are
designed to accommodate a wide
variety of situations. However, there
are occasionally some circumstances
where vertical space is so limited that
the primary and/or secondary logos
will appear too small to be effectively
represented. In such rare cases—and
only in such rare cases—the tertiary
logo options to the right are
authorized. They offer even shallower
dimensions than either the primary or
secondary logos, and can be used only
if primary and secondary logos
cannot be accommodated.

Alternative Tertiary logo
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Alternative
Color Versions:
Grayscale &
Black & White

Other color formats have been created for
situations where color reproduction is
limited. Use the logo shown here over
white or over black for such situations.
Comply with these guidelines to ensure
proper legibility and quality reproduction.

Graysacle over white
70% black

White over black

These color combinations apply to all the
logos (Primary, secondary and tertiary)

Black over white
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Clear Space &
Minimum Size
Clear Space

Allowing the logo enough space on all
sides ensures that it will be viewed
quickly and consistently, and will not
be compromised by competing
elements (e.g. copy, photography)
around it. For all logo placements, the
clear space around the logo should be
at least the cap height of the G in
Gwynedd, as shown to the right.
This rule applies to all logo options.
There is a point at which the logo
cannot be further reduced without
sacrificing legibility. Guidelines for
minimum size are illustrated to
the right.

Minimum width 0.5 inches

Minimum height 0.2 inches

Minimum height 0.375 inches
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Print Color
Palette

Color is the first visual element that
people notice when viewing a brand.
Further, different colors signal
different values. We have thoughtfully
created a color palette for the
Gwynedd Mercy University brand
designed to differentiate it from
competitors, as well as deliver on some
the personality traits. Brick conveys
Progressive and Confident, and
Daffodil conveys Enlightening. The
Flannel and Dove Grays—unlike a
stark black—are warmer, more
Engaging hues. Brick is the primary
color in the palette, with Flannel, Dove
Gray and Daffodil as secondary or
accent colors. Tints of these colors may
be used for further differentiation.
Refer to the color formulas shown
here, as well as to the fixed tint
percentages, to ensure proper
reproduction of the Gwynedd Mercy
University color palette.

Brick

80%

Pantone 187
CMYK 0/91/72/23
RGB 191/47/56
60%

40%

Flannel

80%

Pantone Cool Gray 11
CMYK 0/2/0/68
RGB 113/112/115
60%

40%

Dove Gray

80%

10%

Pantone Cool Gray 3
CMYK 0/0/0/17
RGB 216/217/218
60%

40%

Daffodil

80%

20%

Pantone 115
CMYK 0/9/80/0
RGB 255/225/79
60%

See page 15a for an addendum to the Print Color Palette approved 6/10/15 by Executive Council.

40%

20%

15a

Addendum to
Print Color Palette
Color is the first visual element that
people notice when viewing a brand.
Further, different colors signal
different values. We have thoughtfully
created a color palette for the
Gwynedd Mercy University brand
designed to differentiate it from
competitors, as well as deliver on some
the personality traits. Brick conveys
Brick is the primary color in the
Progressive and Confident, and
palette, with Flannel, Dove Gray,
Daffodil conveys Enlightening. The
Daffodil and Teal as secondary or
Flannel and Dove Grays—unlike a
accent colors. Tints may be used for
stark black—are warmer, more
further differentiation.
Engaging hues. Brick is the primary
color in the palette, with Flannel, Dove
Referand
to the
colorasformulas
Gray
Daffodil
secondaryshown
or
here,
as
well
as
to
the
fixed
tint may
accent colors. Tints of these
colors
percentages,
to ensure
proper
be
used for further
differentiation.

reproduction of the Gwynedd Mercy
University
palette. shown
Refer
to the color
color formulas
here, as well as to the fixed tint
percentages, to ensure proper
reproduction of the Gwynedd Mercy
University color palette.

Brick

Pantone 187
CMYK 0/91/72/23
RGB 191/47/56

HEX bf2f38

80%

60%

40%

Flannel

20%

Pantone Cool Gray 11
CMYK 0/2/0/68
RGB 113/112/115

HEX 717073
80%

60%

40%

Dove Gray

10%

Pantone Cool Gray 3
CMYK 0/0/0/17
RGB 216/217/218

HEX d7d9da
80%

60%

40%

Daffodil

Pantone 115
CMYK 0/9/80/0
RGB 255/225/79

HEX ffe14f

80%

Teal

60%

40%

20%

Pantone 7721
CMYK 90/41/56/21
RGB 0/104/103
HEX 006867
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Preferred Color
Versions &
Approved
Backgrounds

The Gwynedd Mercy University logo has
been designed and tested to achieve
great brand impact over the color
combinations illustrated here. The top
two versions, Brick and Flannel, are the
primary and dominant backgrounds that
should be used. If an extraordinary
circumstance exists where these two
color backgrounds are not feasible, the
Daffodil background may then be used.
Comply with these guidelines to
ensure proper legibility and quality
reproduction.
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&* Kefa Regular

Typography

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&* Bell Gothic Std Light

Aa
Aa

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&* Bell Gothic Std Black

Typography is another key to the
individual look and feel of the Gwynedd
Mercy University brand. We selected
Kefa Regular and Bell Gothic Std.
Light as the Gwynedd Mercy University
brand fonts for their ability to render
copy in a clear, straightforward manner,
and—most importantly—to deliver on
some of our brand personality traits.
Kefa Regular has a classic serif font
(Confident), but with modern, rounded
edges (Progressive). Bell Gothic Std.
Light complements the typography with
a sans serif, approachable style
(Engaging). No other type fonts are
allowed in marketing materials and
signage for Gwynedd Mercy University.
Please see the next page for guidelines
on contextual usage.

Kefa Regular

Bell Gothic Std
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Typography
Style and the
Gwynedd Mercy
Universtiy
Brand Name

When rendered consistently, our use
of type will draw readers’ attention,
lead them to the most important
information first, and maintain a
sense of clarity, order, legibility and
structure throughout written
communications. The hierarchy of
information guides the type sizes and
weights (thickness) for different levels
of information, illustrated here.
Note the ability to highlight text by
the use of horizontal lines.

Headline is set
in Kefa regular
Subheads are set in Kefa
in sentence case
Body copy is set in bell gothic std light in sentence case in Gwynedd Mercy
University flannel. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit.
Proin et mi orci. Morbi a nulla in leo dictum tincidunt. Etiam eu nisl sit amet
ligula lobortis venenatis. Etiam congue arcu at tellu.

When a piece of text requires emphasis, it
should be set in kefa light and locked up
using horizontal lines
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The Tag Line
and Its
Analogues

“discover the Next” is a creative
expression of the Brand Commitment:
Gwynedd Mercy University helps you
discover your personal path to
transformational success. It also
leverages the personality in tone of
voice: Engaging, Confident, Progressive.
By capitalizing only the initial letter in
the word Next, we are announcing that
we have created a new noun: not the
here and now, but rather the Next!
It may be used alone (no punctuation);
with a forward arrow, connoting
progress; or even left blank so people
can write in what their Next is. An
engaging analogue may also be used:
what’s your Next? The default version is
on the top. It is the only version that
should appear as the official tag line
under or near the logo (see logo/tag line
lockups on next page). However,
depending the context (e.g. brochure
copy, recruiting materials), you may use
the other versions in marketing.

discover the Next
discover the Next >
discover the Next horizon
discover the Next aha!
what’s your Next?
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Logo and
Tag Line
Lockups

A “lockup” is a term that defines how
two or more elements must appear
together. To the right are approved
lockups for how the logo and the
default tag line work together.
NOTE: the tag line is not to be used
with tertiary lock ups as these are for
rare instances when very limited
vertical space impacts logo presence.
To add a tag line in these situations
would compromise the very need for
tertiary logo lock ups.
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GMercyU

Incorrect representation in print:
We are making an important transition
from a college to a university status.
To honor both that transition, as well
as the integrity of our new brand name,
the name should be spelled out as
Gwynedd Mercy University in copy and
signage. Never use the abbreviation,
GMU, as this is NOT a property of
Gwynedd Mercy University as it is
already claimed in the marketplace
by another institution.
The official university nickname is
GMercyU. This nickname is an integral
part of the website URL, as well as the
email suffixes. It may be represented
in only one way in print promotion:
GMercyU—initial capital letters for
each different word in the Gwynedd
Mercy University name, lower case
letters for the remainder of the word
“Mercy,” and with no spaces or periods
in between. Please render the school
name in promotional materials
whenever possible using the official
type fonts as shown to the right. See
supplemental digital guidelines to view
authorized fonts for online venues.

GMU lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing
elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore
magna aliqua.

Correct representation in print GMercyU set in Kefa and copy set in Bell Gothic:

GMercyU lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut
labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Correct representation in print, using the Kefa font:

GMercyU lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut
labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Correct representation in print, using the Bell Gothic font:

GMercyU lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut
labore et dolore magna aliqua.

Branding System and Implementation
Secondary elements, and guidelines for how
all elements can be properly integrated
In order to effectively create a recognizable and
distinctive brand, we should develop other elements
that can support and enhance the ability of the primary
elements to carry their weight. Even if you cover over
the Gwynedd Mercy University logo, you should be
able to see and feel the Gwynedd Mercy University
experience manifested in the medium. Photographic
style, proprietary shapes and patterns, and the ability
to combine these elements provide for creativity in
putting forth the comprehensive Gwynedd Mercy
University brand without compromising its underlying
integrity. While this section offers rules on the
elements and how to combine them, there is great
flexibility for many situations.
03
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Photography
Style
Color photography may not be unique.
However, we can put forth a photographic
style that is unique to Gwynedd Mercy
University. To reinforce the tag line,
discover the Next, we suggest that
photographs feature people in search of
their Next. The people should not be
looking directly at the viewer in a pose,
but rather engaged in a discovery process.
Further, photos do not even have to show
individual faces so that the viewer can
project themselves into the picture. When
reasonably possible, have a touch of the
Gwynedd Mercy University color palette
featured in the photograph (e.g. person’s
clothing, wall color, etc.) The Next does
not have to be an academic pursuit; it can
be fun, athletic, spiritual—as long as it
connotes the pursuit of a goal, and
adheres to the style guidelines set forth
above.
Note: these images to the right are not
art that is owned by Gwynedd Mercy
University, but rather for guidance only.
For actual photos in the library of images,
find them on the Image Drive as approved
by a Creative Services Specialist. If
adding photos to the Image Drive, please
get approval from a Creatie Services
Specialist.
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Holding Shapes
and Ownable
Elements

A holding shape—a unique space that
can act as a frame for copy or
graphics—is another visual asset that
can help create diversity of execution,
yet stay within the brand identity. To the
right, we introduce four sets of holding
shape options: the Primary Holding
Shapes, a rectangle, and next to it, what
we will call the Large Bookmark; The
Progressive Holding shape, is either of
the Primary Holding shapes with
diagonal lines; the Forward Holding
Shape, which utilizes the forward arrow
introduced earlier as a tag line analogue;
and the Small Bookmark Holding
Shape. These shapes are designed in
both horizontal and vertical format.
Guidelines and suggestions for
implementation are on the following
pages.

Primary Holding Shape: rectangle and large Bookmark holding shapes

Progressive Holding Shape

Small Bookmark Holding Shape

Forward Holding Shape
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Primary and
Progressive
Holding Shape
Usage

At right, we see how well-branded the
page can be, even without photography.
The Progressive Holding Shape (top)
is defined by the use of diagonal,
upward lines of different lengths. They
emanate from off the page from either
the bottom or the left side. They can be
all white, or all Dove Gray (depending
on the background), or they may
feature one line in either the Brick
or Daffodil color. They connote
transformational success in progress;
and by using the accent colors, also
one’s “personal path” to that success.
On the bottom, we can see how the
Large Bookmark holding shape can
function in a similar way, creating a
proprietary look with minimal
elements. These two holding shapes
may be used as a graphic device by
themselves, as shown here.

The Large Bookmark Holding Shape
Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet,
consectetur adip
isicing elit, sed
incididunt ut
labore et dolore
magna aliqua.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipisicing elit, sed incididunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipisicing elit,
sed incididunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua.

discover
the Next >

Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet,
consectetur adip
isicing elit, sed
incididunt ut
labore et dolore
magna aliqua.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipisicing elit,
sed incididunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipisicing elit, sed incididunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua.
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Further
Applications
of The Large
Bookmark Rules

Large Bookmark Holding Shape
Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet,
consectetur adip
isicing elit, sed
incididunt ut
labore et dolore
magna aliqua.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipisicing elit, sed incididunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipisicing elit,
sed incididunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua.

discover
the Next >

The Large Bookmark holding shape can
contain imagery and/or copy; or you
may leave it blank to create a branded
space on a page that would otherwise
have a plain white background. The
examples at right are for illustrative
purposes. As with the Small Bookmark
holding shape, you can employ the
Gwynedd Mercy University color palette
for creativity and legibility. Shown here,
top, in Dove Gray.
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Further
Applications of
The Progressive
Holding Shape

Progressive Holding Shape

Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet,
consectetur adip
isicing elit, sed
incididunt ut
labore et dolore
magna aliqua.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipisicing elit,
sed incididunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua.

As you can see to the right, The
diagonal lines of the Progressive
Holding Shape can afford flexibility
and creativity. The lines must originate
either from the bottom or left, but the
number of lines and which one line
receives an accent color, is at your
discretion. Further, you can see how
the choice of whether to use white
lines or Dove Gray lines depends upon
the layout and your creativity.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipisicing elit, sed incididunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua.
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Further
Applications of
The Progressive
Holding Shape

At right you can see how well the
Progressive Holding Shape further
brands our proprietary photography
style. So in addition to being used as
a graphic device in and of itself, it can
also combine well with imagery and
copy; in the case illustrated at right,
with the tag line.

Progressive Holding Shape
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Forward
Holding
Shape

The Forward holding shape is another
option you can use to brand the page
or screen as a Gwynedd Mercy
University property. It is designed to
be used in a horizontal or vertical
format. The position of the arrow
should always bleed into the page
from the left hand side. However, it
can be moved up or down the page on
the left to accommodate the visual
layout, or highlight a line of copy. Like
the Small Bookmark Holding Shape,
it should only be used over visuals.

Forward Holding Shape
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Small
Bookmark
Holding Shape

The Small Bookmark holding shape is
very versatile: it can work in
horizontal or vertical formats. Use
the Small Bookmark to highlight copy
over a background that contains
artwork. The Small use of the
Bookmark (about a third of the page)
should descend from the top of the
page, and can be positioned off the
top edge across the page to
accommodate different layouts. You
can employ the Gwynedd Mercy
University color palette for creativity
and legibility. Shown here in Daffodil.

Samll Bookmark Holding Shape
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University Signs
and Banners,
Vertical Format

With our new identity, it is imperative
that we establish the primary
foundational elements in banners. The
only choices for school banners should
be either the Brick/Flannel logo on
white, with lines from the Progressive
Holding Shape, or the white logo on a
Brick background. On this latter
execution, note notice the enlarged
image of the Griffin that accompanies
the logo in a tone-on-tone execution.
Set in Brick overlayed at 60% on
brick background. This detached
Griffin is only for banners and folders
as directed within these guidelines.
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University Signs
and Banners,
Horizontal
Format

The horizontal design for the two
banner options are shown to the
right. Taken together, the vertical
and horizontal signs and banners
will consistently reinforce the
central elements of the Gwynedd
Mercy University identity, and offer
some small flexibility for the sake
of creativity.
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Faculty/Staff
Signage

Since these signs are within the school’s
buildings, it is not necessary to represent
the Gwynedd Mercy University logo.
Further, the principal subject featured on
the sign is a person with a title, so this
information should be highlighted. To
effectively brand these signs, employ the
Forward Holding Shape, and Progressive
Lines with Brick Accent, and feature
white type on the Flannel background.
See illustration to the right.

Faculty Signage

Jane Doe, PhD
Title Goes Here
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Directional
Signage

For signs that help people navigate
the campus, they should look different
than the School Signs and Banners
to make it easier to recognize them.
To effectively brand these signs and
remain consistent with informational
signage, such as the Faculty/Staff
signs, employ the Forward Holding
Shape, and Progressive Lines with
Daffodil Accent, and feature white
type on the Flannel background.
See illustrations here that allow
directional guidance to the right
or left, as needed.

Signage

Library

Food Hall
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Commemorative
Signage

Signs that commemorate an event
or a donation by a group or individual
should maintain the elevated status
currently seen in the metal plaques
on campus. However, to be consistent
with our branding, instead of a brass
plaque, make the plaque out of
brushed aluminum or steel, and have
them pick up the Flannel hue.
Further, render the type in our
primary headline font, Kefa Regular.
See illustration to the right.
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Vehicle
Signage

For vehicles, which represent the
university as a moving billboard, we
should employ the same principles as
we do for our University Signs and
Banners: limit the options, and use
foundational elements. The illustration
on the top right shows the simplest
way to brand vehicles, placing the
priority logo on the side and/or rear
door. Depending on budget, the
illustration on the bottom right shows
the diagonal lines (always accented
with daffodil) and linear-type
alternative logo on the vehicle’s side
(to accommodate the limited spaced
created by the lines), and another
version on the rear door. The bottom
illustration is a bit more complicated,
and therefore more expensive.
However, should you prefer flexibility
and creativity, these two options offer
up well-branded choices.
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Letterhead and
Envelopes

Letterhead

Envelope

1325 Sumneytown Pike,
P.O. Box 901
Gwynedd Valley, PA 19437

Letterhead and envelopes should use
the primary logo and Progressive
diagonal lines in all Dove Gray. They
should be printed on white stock only
to fully showcase the identity
elements. See the illustrations at right
for letterhead and business envelopes.
Also, rather than printing large
envelopes and other mailer formats,
there should be stickers so that copy
and information can be customized.
See illustration to the right.

1325 Sumneytown Pike,
P.O. Box 901
Gwynedd Valley, PA 19437
Office Of The President

1325 Sumneytown Pike,
P.O. Box 901
Gwynedd Valley, PA 19437

Mailing label
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System
Business Cards

For business cards, use the Progressive
Lines in Flannel (a two-color printing
job) with Brick accent color to connote
individual pursuit of the Next. The tag
line appears on the back of the card.
See illustration to the right.
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Folders

For distributing sets of documents, we
recommend two options: The Progressive
Lines with Daffodil accent, and The
Brick/Flannel logo on white. On this
second option, notice the enlarged image
of the Griffin that accompanies the logo
set in Brick overlayed at 60% on brick
background. This treatment shall only be
used for folders and University banners.
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The Griffin
Pattern

The Griffin Pattern—a tone on tone
treatment—was created for the
primary purpose of branding surfaces
that are heavily trafficked and are
likely to become soiled, such as rugs
and mats. There are only two options:
one Brick and one Flannel, both with
the logo in Daffodil. This is the only
case in which the logo will appear in
Daffodil. To use The Griffin Pattern in
any other way requires permission
from Marketing.

See page 40a for an addendum
to the styles for rugs and mats
approved on 5/13/15 by
Executive Council.
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Addendum to
Styles for Rugs
and Mats

The primary purpose of rugs and
mats is to brand surfaces that are
heavily trafficked. The rugs or mats
are to be black with the primary
logo appearing in either Brick and
Flannel or just Flannel.
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Fax
Sheet
1325 Sumneytown Pike,
P.O. Box 901
Gwynedd Valley, PA 19437

Fax #:

To:
Institution/Company:
From:
Telephone #:

Use the branded Fax Sheet template
illustrated to the right. It contains all
the relevant information needed, and
includes the tag line as well.

Date:
COMMENTS:

Fax #:
Pages:

including thos cover sheet.

Supplemental Guidelines for 			
Digital Application
For the most part, guidelines contained in the first
three sections of this document should apply for all
venues, including digital venues. However, digital
venues present some situations that call for a separate
set of rules. Please implement all of the guidelines
contained in the first three sections of this document
for digital venues, with the exception of the typography
and color guidelines contained in the following pages.

04
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&* Georgia Regular

Digital Web
Fonts

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&* Verdana Regular

Aa

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&* Verdana Bold

It is important to maintain the individual
look and feel of the Gwynedd Mercy
University in digital venues. Unlike venues
in the brand’s control, such as print and
television, venues such as web browsers
and email may not translate the official
print typography. So for digital venues, we
selected Georgia and Verdana.
Georgia, with its classic features, makes a
harmonic and legible typeface for titles.
Verdana compliments this typography
with a sans serif, and makes for a more
natural reading rhythm and approachable
style (Engaging). Please see the next page
for guidelines on contextual usage.

See page 43a for an addendum to the
Digital Web Fonts approved on 6/11/15.

Georgia Regular

Aa

Verdana Regular
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&* Museo Slab 300

Addendum to
Digital Web
Fonts

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&* Museo Slab 700
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&* Proxima Nova Regular

It is important to maintain the
individual look and feel of Gwynedd
Mercy University in digital venues.
The selected fonts for digital venues
is Museo Slab and Proxima Nova.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&* Proxima Nova Bold

Museo Slab

Museo Slab is used for headlines and
Proxima Nova for all other text.

Proxima Nova

Aa
Aa
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Online
Typography
Style

When rendered consistently, our use
of type will draw readers’ attention,
lead them to the most important
information first, and maintain a
sense of clarity, order, legibility and
structure throughout written
communications. The hierarchy of
information guides the type sizes and
weights (thickness) for different levels
of information, illustrated here.
Note the ability to highlight text by
the use of horizontal lines.

Headline is set
in Verdana
Subheads are set in verdana
in sentence case
Body copy is set in verdana in sentence case in Gwynedd Mercy University
flannel. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Proin et mi
orci. Morbi a nulla in leo dictum tincidunt. Etiam eu nisl sit amet ligula lobortis
venenatis. Etiam congue arcu at tellu.

When a piece of text requires emphasis,
it should be set in Georgia and locked
up using horizontal lines
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E-Mail
Signature

Use this email signature template to
personalize and brand your own
e-correspondence. E-Mail body text
should be set in verdana. Signature
should be set in the established web
fonts: Georgia regular for the name
and title, and verdana for the contact
information. You should make every
effort to use these fonts in email
communications. Drop-down menus
on your email software should allow
you access to these fonts. However, in
the event that your email cannot
accommodate either Georgia or
verdana, please use as similar a
typeface as possible.
Please contact Institutional
Technology to access templates for
your personalized signature.

Dear John,
E-Mail body text is set in verdana, Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation
ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla
pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui
officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.

Jane Doe, RSM

Special Assitant to the president for Mission and Planning
T: 215.542.5787 - F: 215.641.5509
1325 Sumneytown Pike, P.O. Box 901 - Gwynedd Valley, PA 19437
www.gmercyu.com
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GMercyU
Set in official digital font Verdana:

The acronym, GMU, is NOT a property
of Gwynedd Mercy University as it is
already claimed in the marketplace by
another institution. The official
university nickname is GMercyU.
This nickname is an integral part of
the website URL, as well as the email
suffixes. It may be represented in only
one way in digital venues:
GMercyU—initial capital letters for
each different word in the Gwynedd
Mercy University name, lower case
letters for the remainder of the word
“Mercy,” and with no spaces or
periods in between. Please render
the school name in digital venues
whenever possible using the official
type fonts as shown to the right.

GMercyU lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt
ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim
veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris
nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute
irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse
cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint
occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui
officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.

Set in official digital font Georgia:

GMercyU lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing
elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore
magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud
exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo
consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate
velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur
sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia
deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
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Digital Application
Colors

Color is the first visual element that
people notice when viewing a brand.
Further, different colors signal
different values. We have thoughtfully
created a color palette for the
Gwynedd Mercy University brand
designed to differentiate it from
competitors, as well as deliver on
some the personality traits. Brick
conveys Progressive and Confident,
and Daffodil conveys Enlightening.
The Flannel and Dove Grays—unlike
a stark black—are warmer, more
Engaging hues. Brick is the primary
color in the palette, with Flannel,
Dove Gray and Daffodil as secondary
or accent colors.
Refer to the color formulas shown
here to ensure proper reproduction of
the Gwynedd Mercy University color
palette.

See page 47a for an addendum to the Digital Application
Colors approved on 6/19/15 by the Web Committee and the CCO.

Brick

HEX cb585f

HEX bf2c37

HEX d88287

HEX e5abaf

Flannel

HEX 7a797d

HEX 56565a

HEX 9e9b9e

HEX aca9ab

Dove Gray

HEX d7d3d2

HEX c7c5c6

HEX cbc8c7

HEX e1dddc

HEX efedec

Daffodil

HEX fde15e

HEX f2d5d7

HEX fcd91d

HEX fee788

HEX feefb2

HEX fdf7d8
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Addendum to
Digital Application
Colors

Primary Colors

HEX: 920710

Brick

HEX: 83060e

HEX: 75060d

HEX: 56565a

Flannel

HEX: 7a797d

HEX: 9e9b9e

HEX: aca9ab

HEX: c7c5c6

HEX: cbc8c7

Dove Gray

Brick, Flannel, Dove Gray, Black
and White are the primary colors
to be used for digital venues.
Daffodil and Teal are accent colors
and the Cerulean and Aqua are for
highlighting links only.
Refer to the color formulas shown
here, as well as to the fixed tint
percentages, to ensure proper
reproduction of the Gwynedd Mercy
University color palette.

HEX: d7d3d2

HEX: e1dddc

HEX: efedec

Black

HEX: 000000

White

HEX: ffffff

Accent Colors
Daffodil

HEX: fde15e

HEX: fcd91d

HEX: fee788

HEX: feefb2

HEX: fdf7d8

Teal

Cerulean

Aqua

HEX: 006867

HEX: 3475bc

HEX: 81ced0

Now that the visual and verbal assets of the
Gwynedd Mercy University brand have been
established, and the rules have been defined, let’s
honor our collective commitment to stay true to
our identity. Whenever you are contemplating a
marketing or promotional initiative, please ask
yourself: Is this action true to the Gwynedd Mercy
University Brand Commitment?; Is the tone and
attitude of what you are fielding consistent with
the Gwynedd Mercy University Brand Personality?
If you are hiring outside vendors to field tactics
or create materials, please make sure they have a
copy of these guidelines and are capable and willing
to follow them. If you have any questions, please
consult this guide. If you still are not clear on what
you should do, please direct your questions to [TBD].

